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Mavericks Black Cat By Lena Matthews ,
Maggie Casper Research. It was all in the
name of research, or thats what Catarena
keeps telling herself every time she meets
Maverick online. In exchange for his
knowledge of D/s relationships, Catarena
willingly becomes his apt pupil, giving
over her mind, body and soul to his
commands. Their relationship seems to be
made in online heavenuntil the webcam
turns on, unveiling a familiar face to
Catarenas startled eyes. Mason cant get his
cyber student out of his mind. BlackCat is
a dream come true to this dominant man,
every lesson bringing them closer to the
brink of something wonderful. But when
he tries to heat things up by turning on the
camera, something goes incredibly wrong
and his Kitten runs from him. Finding his
cyber vixen proves to be a hopeless
mission until fate steps in, revealing
Catarena in the most unlikely of places.
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